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FEATURES
8-in-1 SCREWDRIVER
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FEATURES
8-in-1 RATCHETING SCREWDRIVER

1. Driver is compatible with standard double-ended bits, power bits,  
and insert bits for convenient replacement

2.  Compact, in-handle bit storage provides easy access to 2 double-ended bits,  
1 insert bit, and 3 nut driver sizes

3. Crafted with an acetate handle built for maximum durability

4.  3-Zone Comfort Grip maximizes performance  
and increases comfort in high and  
low torque applications

5.  Bits included:  
PH #1, PH #2, SQ #2, T25, SL 8-10                                                                      
Nut Drivers included: 
1/4”, 5/16”, 3/8”

1. Driver is compatible with double-ended bits,  
power bits, and insert bits for convenient replacement

2.  Compact, in-handle bit storage provides easy access  
to 2 double-ended bits, 1 insert bit, and 3 nut driver sizes   

3. Crafted with an acetate handle built for maximum durability

4. 3-Zone Comfort Grip maximizes performance  
and increases comfort in high and  
low torque applications 

5.  Ratcheting feature allows the user  
to turn the driver without stopping to adjust wrist position

6.  Bits included:  
PH #1, PH #2, SQ #2, T25, SL 8-10 
Nut drivers included: 1/4", 5/16", 3/8" 
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IRWIN  8-in-1 RATCHETING SCREWDRIVER
The IRWIN 8-in-1 Ratcheting Screwdriver is compatible with standard double-ended bits, power bits, and insert bits for convenient replacement. It has 
compact bit storage and a ratcheting feature that allows the user to turn the driver without stopping to adjust wrist position.

IRWIN  8-in-1 SCREWDRIVER
The IRWIN 8-in-1  Screwdriver is compatible with standard double-ended bits, power bits, and insert bits for convenient replacement. It also features 
compact, in-handle bit storage for easy accessibility.
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TM

Description Item # Shelf Pack Qty

8-in-1 Ratcheting Screwdriver 1948774 6

Description Item # Shelf Pack Qty

8-in-1 Traditional Screwdriver 1948773 6
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Accepts 
Standard Bits

Accepts 
Standard Bits


